Research in contextEvidence before this studyHuman colorectal cancers (CRCs) are established, may perpetuate and recur thanks to a small pool of CRC stem cells (CCSCs), however, some critical issues remain at hand regarding these cells and the models described to study the establishment of CRC tumors and metastases. Established CRC circulating tumor cell (CTCs) lines have still to meet both *in vitro* and *in vivo* the criteria for the identification and proof of *bona fide* cancer stem-like cells. These steps are important and timely topic for establishing a standardized system by which the original pathology is generated faithfully and reproducibly, in order to: i) allow for the monitoring of the functional and molecular shifts that CCSCs must undergo inside the different tissue environments that they encounter through the progressing stages of CRC development; ii) define the real identity of all of these cells; iii) find new stage-specific biomarkers and therapeutic approaches for CRC.Added value of this studyWe describe here the first approach that provides a system of stable, primary lines from human CRC, showing, in a reproducible fashion and under controlled conditions, that they possess the full complement of *ex-* and *in-vivo* characteristics of CRC stem cells (CCSCs). Such detailed definition of the extensive self-renewal and tumor-initiating ability of primary CCSCs allowed us to study their and their progeny's participation in the various stages of CRC development, from tumor onset in the colon, through vascular spreading and metastasization. We provide the unprecedent findings that, in addition to their presence in the CRC phenocopy in murine xenografts, *bona fide* CCSCs are found in both the CTC pool in the blood and in the ensuing metastatic lesions, with molecular characteristics that match their location and function, providing the evidence that stemness represents a functional continuum in some human CRC cells, spanning all of the pathological stages of this lethal disease.Implication of all the available evidenceThe availability of stable, multipotent and extensively self-renewing human CRC stem cell (CCSCs) lines, the delineation of their inherent molecular signature and the evidence that CRC metastases contain metastatic *bona fide* stem cells (mCCSCs) and blood circulating tumor cells (CTCs) comprise a stem-like cells pool (cCCSCs) allow for a standardized approach faithfully modeling the human disease. This will define the antigenic, functional, genetic and molecular characteristics of the metastatic and circulating pool in CRC, which might represent key therapeutic targets of standard and novel therapies, opening new opportunities to identify approaches for the cure of deadly metastatic CRC.Alt-text: Unlabelled Box

1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Colorectal carcinoma (CRC) is one of the leading causes of cancer deaths \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\]. The main therapeutic strategies for CRC include surgical resection and adjuvant treatments \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\].

A key feature of colon cancers, which is directly related to patients\' survival, accounting for about 90% of all deaths, is their metastatic dissemination \[[@bb0015]\]. Despite significant advances in integrative genomics analysis on both primary and metastatic CRC and the extensive molecular characterization of different CRC subtypes \[[@bb0020], [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035]\], metastatic CRC remains the third most common cause of cancer deaths worldwide.

Epithelial cancers may be driven by a relatively rare sub-population of self-renewing, multipotent cells, named cancer stem cells or cancer-initiating cells (CSCs) \[[@bb0040]\]. Initially found in hematopoietic cancers, CSCs are retrieved in diverse types of solid tumors, including brain, breast, pancreas, lung and skin \[[@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055], [@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070]\]. Similarly, the cells of origin of adenomas in the small intestine appear to be stem cells and aggressive CRCs display a striking enriched expression of intestinal stem cell genes \[[@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085], [@bb0090]\]. CSCs display tumorigenic ability at the clonal level, are inherently resilient to conventional treatments and represents the most likely culprits in the propagation, relapsing and metastasization after the resection of the primary tumor and subsequent therapies \[[@bb0040]\].

Initially isolated as cells with high CD133 expression \[[@bb0095]\], CRC stem cells (CCSCs) are identified by additional putative markers, *i.e.* ALDH1, Lrg5, CD166, CD44, EphB2 and nuclear-β-catenin \[[@bb0100], [@bb0105], [@bb0110]\]. CCSCs undergo major environmental control. A host of autocrine and paracrine factors secreted by surrounding stromal and tumor cells regulates the CCSCs\' functional phenotype, impinging on signaling pathways that underlie key functions like survival, migration and self-renewal \[[@bb0115], [@bb0120], [@bb0125]\]. This fits the hypothesis that during CRC development CCSCs possess a dynamic functional identity which, also through transient epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), leads to their dissemination to many tissues \[[@bb0130]\]. Thus, interactions with cells found in the mutable local micro-environment-- including local, stromal and angiogenic cells and the permissive stem or metastatic cell niche in target organs -- that they encounter through the stages of CRC evolution render CCSCs so functionally pliable as to initiate primary lesions first and extensive metastasization later \[[@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145], [@bb0150]\].

Growing evidence supports the concept that metastatic spreading and colonization are driven by a circulating tumor cells (CTCs) \[[@bb0155]\]. These are critically involved in tissue invasion, intra- and extravasation, can survive in the circulatory and lymphatic stream and lead to eventual dissemination and growth within target organs \[[@bb0160],[@bb0165]\]. Hence, the identification of CRC\'s CTCs and the definition of their properties is a critical step for us to understand and monitor cancerous progression and dissemination and will define our ability to extend survival of CRC patients \[[@bb0155],[@bb0170], [@bb0175], [@bb0180]\]. Advances are being made in this area. Prominent expression of EpCAM in CTCs may have a prognostic role in CRC \[[@bb0185]\]. This may facilitate the study of the rare CTCs isolated from the peripheral blood of CRC patients or of mice bearing human CRC xenografts \[[@bb0190], [@bb0195], [@bb0200]\]. The existence of CTCs and the candidate involvement of CCSCs in CRC evolution beg the question of the relationships between these two key cell pools. This question expands to encompass that of the identity of the metastasis-founding cells in CRC, since cells that express some putative CCSCs markers are found in CRC metastasis in lung and in liver \[[@bb0150]\].

In an orthotopic mouse model, we report that human CCSCs cells initiate and sustain the growth of primary lesions and populate all of the stages of dissemination of CRC into the systemic circulation and the process of metastasization in distant target organs. Our findings provide a system for the unique and simultaneous characterization of the identity of human CRC\'s CCSCs and of their circulating and metastatic CCSCs.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. CCSCs isolation, culture propagation, population analysis and cloning {#s0015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fresh human colorectal cancer and blood specimens were collected from consenting patients according to the recommendations of the declaration of Helsinki. All samples were obtained in accordance with Research Ethics Boards approval from IRCCS "Istituto Scientifico Romagnolo per lo Studio e la Cura dei Tumori" (IRST) and IRCCS "Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza" (B063 and 94/CE). Tissue samples were collected immediately after each patient\'s surgery, quickly washed 2--3 times in cold saline, then transferred in Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (DMEM; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing 3% penicillin-streptomycin-amphotericin B solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and kept in this medium at 4 °C until processing within 24--48 h. For tissue disaggregation, tumor samples were incubated in DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 300 units/ml collagenase type I (Worthington, Columbus, OH, USA), 100 μg/ml of penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 50 μg/ml gentamicin (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 0.25 μg/ml amphotericin B (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 100 units/ml DNAse (SigmaAldrich -- Merk KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and incubated for 3--4 h at 37 °C \[[@bb0205]\]. Cells suspension was then filtered through 70-μm and 40-μm nylon meshes. The resulting single-cell suspension was plated in NeuroCult NS-A medium (Stemcell Technologies Inc., Vancouver, Canada) containing 20 ng/ml of EGF (Peprotech Inc., London, UK) and 10 ng/ml of FGF2 (Peprotech Inc) and cultured in humidified atmosphere at 37 °C, 5% O~2~ and 5% CO~2~ \[[@bb0055]\]. Cell line authenticity was last tested in January 2017 using CNV profiling.

Population, serial sub-clonogenic analysis and differentiation experiments were performed as in \[[@bb0055]\]. Cultures of differentiated tumor cells were obtained from tumor spheres as in \[[@bb0055],[@bb0210]\] the addition of 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone, SigmaAldrich).

2.2. Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence analysis {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------------

Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry were performed on 10um-thick cryostat sections. Sections were processed as in \[[@bb0055],[@bb0210],[@bb0215]\]. For Antibodies/antisera used please see the following section. For immunocytochemistry, cells were seeded onto Cultrex (Trevigen, Gaithersburg, MD, USA)-coated glass coverslips and staining was performed as described in \[[@bb0055],[@bb0210],[@bb0215]\]. Cell nuclei were counterstained by DAPI (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany). Negative controls were obtained by omitting primary antibody. Images (*n* = 5 fields/each independent lines) were analyzed by Nikon A1 confocal microscope. H&E staining were photographed with Zeiss Axioplan2 Microscope.

2.3. Antibodies and reagents {#s0025}
----------------------------

For immunofluorescence staining on tissue sections, CCSCs, mCCSCs and cCCSCs cells antibodies/antisera used were: mouse anti-Human Nuclei (1:100, Millipore-Merk KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), mouse anti-BMI1 (1:100, Merk Millipore), rabbit anti-EpCAM (1:50, Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA, USA), rabbit anti-ALDHA1 (1:50, Cell Signaling), rabbit anti-bCatenin (1:50, Cell Signaling), rabbit anti-CD133 (1:100, AbCam, Cambridge, UK), rabbit anti-OLFM4 (1:200, AbCam), rabbit anti-CDX2 (1:100, AbCam), rabbit anti-CK20 (1:100, Abcam), rabbit anti-Lgr5 (1:50, Merk SigmaAldrich), rabbit anti-Laminin (1:400, Merk SigmaAldrich), mouse anti-Vimentin (1:100, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA), mouse anti-HLA-ABC (1:100, Agilent), goat anti-EphA2 (1:50, R&D System, Minneapolis, MN, USA), mouse anti-CXCR4 (1:100, R&D System), rabbit anti-KI67 (1:200, Leica Microsystem, Wetzlar, Germany), mouse anti-CD44 (1:50, BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), rabbit anti-Wnt5a (1:50, LS Biosciences, Seattle WA, USA), mouse anti-MUC2 (1:50, Novusbio, Littleton, CO, USA). Goat anti mouse AlexaFluor488/546 (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), goat anti rabbit AlexaFluor488 (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and donkey anti goat AlexaFluor488 (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific) secondary antibodies were used to visualize the primary antibody staining.

2.4. CCSCs, mCCSCs and cCCSCs lentiviral infection {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------

Cells were infected with reported gene firefly luciferase and the efficiency of infection was assessed by *In vivo* Lumina analysis as previously described \[[@bb0210]\].

2.5. *In vivo* evaluation of tumorigenic and metastatic potential {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

All animal procedures were carried out in strict accordance with the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and all experiments were performed after obtaining ethic approval from the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at the University of Milan-Bicocca (PR/15). Tumorigenicity was determined by injecting cells subcutaneously and orthotopically.In order to minimize any suffering of the animals, anesthesia and analgesics were used for all surgical experiments. Animals were anesthetized with 3% isoflurane in an induction box and during surgery 2% isoflurane *via* nose cone and Carprofen (5 mg/kg subcutaneously every 12 h for 5 days post-surgery) were used in order to provide analgesia post-operatively in the surgically-treated mice. Human colorectal subcutaneous tumor xenografts were established by injecting 1 × 10^6^ cells into the right flank of athymic *nu/nu* mice (Charles River Laboratory, Calco, Italy) as recipients, in 100 μl 1:1 DMEM/Cultrex (Trevigen). Tumor measurements were determined with vernier calipser once week as in \[[@bb0210]\].

For orthotopical tumor xenografts, 2 × 10^6^ luc-CCSCs cells were pelleted and resuspended in 20 μl 5:1 DMEM/Cultrex (Trevigen) with a 30-gauge 0.3 × 13 mm needle attached to an insulin syringe. The skin of SCID mice (Charles River Laboratory) was opened with forceps, the abdominal wall was cut and care was taken not to damage the abdominal organs. The cecum was identified and exposed outside the body cavity to identify the colon. The caecum was replaced in the body cavity and the colon was rehydrated with warm saline and the cells were injected in the ascending colon at 5 locations. The colon was rehydrated and returned to the body cavity. The abdominal wall was closed with Vicryl 4--0 (continuous suture) and the skin with surgical wound clips.

Tumor formation and growth was indirectly calculated in mice successfully injected once a week by sequential images taken by *In vivo* Lumina (Xenogen, PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) as in \[[@bb0210],[@bb0215]\] from ventral and dorsal views. Mice were sacrificed at different times comprised between 5 and 9 weeks post-injection, according to the cell line originally injected. Tissue specimens from CCSCs, mCCSCs and cCCSCs-derived primary colon tumors, and from mesenteric lymph nodes, lung, liver, spleen and brain metastases were excised and processed as previously described \[[@bb0055],[@bb0210],[@bb0215]\].

2.6. Isolation of cCCSCs {#s0040}
------------------------

Mice were anesthetized and about 1000 μl of whole blood were drawn *via* transthoracic cardiac puncture into a 1 ml syringe pre-filled with 100 μl of Na-Heparin, followed by euthanasia of the animals *via* cervical dislocation \[[@bb0195]\]. Blood mononuclear cells (BMC) were isolated following a Red Blood Cell Lysis buffer protocol. Briefly, blood samples were diluted 1:10 with 0.8% NH4Cl, 0.1%KHCO3, 0,1 mM EDTA and agitated for 10 min on ice. The samples were centrifuged at 310*g* for 10 min, the pellets were rinsed three times with PBS 1× and finally transferred into cell culture flasks. cCCSCs lines were grown as described above.

2.7. Flow cytometry analysis {#s0045}
----------------------------

To determine Lgr5 and CD133 expression 5 × 10^5^ cells/sample were used. The following primary antibodies were employed for 30 min in the dark at 4 °C: mouse anti CD133-PE (1:11, Milteny Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) and rabbit anti-Lgr5 (1:30, Merk SigmaAldrich). For Lgr5 staining cells were washed and exposed for 30 min at 4 °C to goat anti rabbit AlexaFluor647 (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific). After extensive washing, cells were analyzed by FACS Cytoflex (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and analysis performed using CytExpert 2.0 software (Beckman Coulter). Background fluorescence was estimated by substituting primary antibodies with specific isotype controls. For identification of ALDH+ cells, Adelfluor kits (Stem Cell Technologies), which report ALDH enzymatic activity, were used as in \[[@bb0220]\]. Specific ALDH activity is based on the difference between the presence/absence of the Aldefluor inhibitor diethylaminobenzaldehyde (DEAB). With DEAB, Adelfluor expression was \<0.01%.

2.8. Cell death assay {#s0050}
---------------------

The following doses of oxaliplatin were tested on both spheroids and differentiated CCSCs: 0--25 μM--75 μM and 100 μM for 24 h. To measure apoptosis, two distinct FACS-based measurements of cell death were used. The first, quantification of caspase 3 activity was measured with CaspGlow active staining kit (Red-DEVD-FMK) according to the manufacture\'s instructions (BioVision, Milpiotas, CA, USA) \[[@bb0225]\]. In the second FACS-based measurement of cell death, both spheroids and differentiated CCSCs were stained with Annexin V-APC (BD Biosciences) and 7-AAD (BD Biosciences) for 15 min at RT.

2.9. Detection of whole genome copy number variation (CNV) {#s0055}
----------------------------------------------------------

Genomic DNA was extracted and whole-genome CNV was defined *via* CytoScanHD array platform according to the manufacturer\'s protocol, starting with 250 ng DNA as previously described \[[@bb0215]\]. Data analysis: Both quality control step and copy number analysis were performed using Partek Genomics Suite 7.0 and the Chromosome Analysis Suite Software version 3.1. The raw data file (.CEL) was normalized using the default options. An unpaired analysis was performed and the amplified and/or deleted regions were detected as previously described \[[@bb0215]\].

2.10. Analysis of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) {#s0060}
----------------------------------------------

Normalized raw data files (.CEL) from CytoScanHD array platform were analyzed by Chromosome Analysis Suite Software 3.1.

2.11. Targeted resequencing design {#s0065}
----------------------------------

Genetic identity of CCSCs, mCCSCs and cCCSCs lines was analyzed. A Truseq Custom Amplicon kit, TSCA (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) was designed using Illumina Design Studio. All protein-coding regions of the following genes were selected as in \[[@bb0230]\] and \[[@bb0030]\]: *ATRX, KRAS, EPHA2, NRAS, IDH1, CTNNB1, PIK3CA, WNT5A, PDGFRA, PIK3R1, TERT, BRAF, EGFR, MET, CDKN2A, BMP4, BMPR1A, BMPR1B, BMPR2, MGMT, PTEN, CCND2, CDK4, RB1, ERBB2, NF1, TP53*. In order to be able to detect variants causing alternative splicing, coordinates were extended with a padding of 25 base pairs at intron-exon boundaries and untranslated regions (5′ and 3′ UTRs). Coordinates were obtained from the human reference sequence GRCh38 (hg19) and the cumulative target size 172,895 base pairs. The final TruSeq Custom Amplicon design constituted of a total of 1136 amplicons having a median size of 250 bases with a *in silico* amplicon coverage of 98% and a total gap distance 3999.

2.12. Library preparation and MiSeq sequencing {#s0070}
----------------------------------------------

Truseq custom amplicon sample kit, (Illumina Inc) for targeted capture and library preparation was prepared from 250 ng of double stranded DNA accordingly to manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, upstream and downstream oligonucleotides were hybridized to genomic DNA, unbound oligonucleotides were washed away and an extension ligation process was performed. Extension-ligation products were amplified by PCR and fitted with index adaptor sequences for sample multiplexing using the TruSeq Custom Amplicon Index Kit (Illumina Inc). The PCR product was purified using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter), each library sample normalized according to the TSCA protocol and compatible indexed samples were pooled. The pooled libraries, 250 bp paired-end reads, were sequenced in Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina Inc). Sequences were automatically demultiplexed using MiSeq Reporter software allowing for one mismatch in the index sequence, and results were written to FASTQ files. Primary Analysis (Read mapping and variant calling). FASTQ file run parameters were determined using the MiSeq Reporter software (Illumina Inc). Reads were mapped to the GRCh38 (hg19) reference assembly with Burrows-Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA) and reads that were not matched to probes or having multiple alignments were discarded. In-del realignment, quality score recalibration and variant calling were carried out with the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) with default settings generated .BAM and .VCF files .VCF files were exported for annotation, filtered and further analyzed. Secondary analysis. VCF files were filtered and annotated using Ingenuity Variant Analysis Tool (Qiagen). Our pipeline of analysis identified nonsense, frameshift, synonymous, nonsynonymous, affecting splicing sites variants, which passed the primary QC filters. For each sample, read depth of the altered bases (relative to our targeted panel) and copy number variations were graphically depicted as circos plots. Functional analyses of missense mutations within each crystal structure from Protein Data Bank (PDB) were conducted by MuPIT \[[@bb0235]\]. HotMAPS regions annotations relative to the TCGA Colon-adenocarcinoma (COAD) project and the regions of interest (ROI) of the proteins, predicted to be disrupted upon the mutations, were also reported. The free energy gap difference between mutant (ΔGm) and wild type (ΔGw) protein, ΔΔG = ΔGm − ΔGw, was calculated through the web tool I-Mutant2.0 \[[@bb0240]\] and the post-translational modification (PTM) sites mapped in PhosphoSitePlus \[[@bb0245]\] reported. Three categories of PTM site substitutions were considered: direct substitutions replaced the central amino acid undergoing post-translational modification, proximal substitutions affected amino acids within ± two amino acids around the nearest PTM site, and distal substitutions affected amino acids within ± three to seven amino acids around the nearest PTM site.

2.13. Sanger sequencing {#s0075}
-----------------------

All variants, which passed calling quality filter (≥ 20), were further investigated by Sanger sequencing were amplified from a genomic DNA sample by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using standard buffer condition of GoTaq DNA Polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and gene-specific oligonucleotide primers generated using Prime Blast (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast/>) \[[@bb0250]\]. PCR products were separated and visualized using QIAxcel (an automated capillary electrophoresis system by Qiagen). Subsequently, amplicons were subjected to direct sequencing using the ABI Prism BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Sequences were determined using the automated AB3130xl (Applied Biosystems). Results were analyzed with Chromas Lite software (Technelysium, South Brisbane QLD, Australia) and Mutation Surveyor software (SoftGenetics, State College, PA, USA). For convenience, all primer sequences used are listed in [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2.14. Quantitative real time (qPCR) {#s0080}
-----------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted as previously described \[[@bb0215]\] . One-step RT-PCR was performed by 7900HT Fast Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) according to manufacturer\'s instructions. Quantitative PCR reactions were run in triplicate and normalized to GAPDH as endogenous control. Gene expression profiling was completed using the comparative Ct method of relative quantification to generate box plots and the 2\^^-ΔΔct^ method of relative quantification to generate column charts.

2.15. Microarray procedure and data analysis {#s0085}
--------------------------------------------

Gene expression profiling was performed using the Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Transcriptome Array 2.0 (Affymetrix) according to manufacturer\'s instructions as previously described \[[@bb0215]\]. In accordance with Affymetrix manuals, the raw data underwent quality control examination using the Expression Console version 1.4.1 (Affymetrix). Expression data analysis was performed using R and the Partek Genomics Suite package ver. 6.6, low-level analysis and normalization were done using the *GCRMA* R package of Partek as described in \[[@bb0215]\]. The Benjamini--Hochberg false discovery rate was employed to correct the P-values. Only genes with a P-value \< .05 were considered differentially expressed. Biologic function and pathway analysis were conducted using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; Qiagen) as in \[[@bb0215]\]. An enrichment score (Fisher\'s exact test, P-value) was calculated to measure the overlap between observed and predicted regulated gene set. We considered P-value \< .05, z-scores \> 2 (minimum activation threshold), and z-scores \< −2 (minimum inhibition threshold) as significant.

2.16. Statistical analysis {#s0090}
--------------------------

For *in vitro* studies, ANOVA, Student and pooled variance *t*-tests were applied using GraphPad Prism v7.0 software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA), to determine if any two sets of samples differ significantly, according to the variance and distribution of data. Cell intensity temporal trend -- in natural log scale -- was analyzed using longitudinal linear model with spatial power correlation structure allowing unequal spaced observational times. Interactions term "group x time" was added into the model to assess the differential temporal pattern between different cell lines. Differential gene expression from microarray data was assessed by the implementation of the ANOVA test available in Partek Genomic Suite 6.6 with Benjamini--Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) \< 0.05. Because of the deviation from the normality distribution assumption, raw gene expression values were log2-transformed, beforehand. *In vivo* survival curves were estimated using GraphPad Prism v7.0 software, using the Kaplan--Meier method and the distribution of survival were compared by the log-rank test. A p-value \< .05 was considered to be statistically significant.

2.17. Data availability {#s0095}
-----------------------

Raw CytoScan, Transcriptome array and MiSeq sequencing data were deposited in the Arrayexpress repository under accession code E-MTAB-6942, E-MTAB-6940 and E-MTAB-6944, respectively.

3. Results {#s0100}
==========

3.1. Isolation and characterization of stem-like tumor cells from CRC specimens {#s0105}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All patients were diagnosed with adenocarcinomas in stage III correspondent to stage (D) by Dukes classification ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Human CRC surgery specimens were enzymatically digested and plated at clonal density in serum-free medium and CRC spheroids containing many Lgr5+ and CD133+ cells emerged 15--30 days later ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a; Fig. S1a) \[[@bb0095]\]. Cells re-seeded from single spheroids were shown to retain extensive self-renewal and displayed distinct stable growth kinetics ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b). Upon exposure to serum, CD133, ALDH1, OLFM4 and CD44 expression downregulated matched by increased levels of epithelial cell adhesion molecule EpCAM and of markers associated with colon epithelium lineages, *i.e.* enterocyte-like (Vil) and goblet-like (Muc2) cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c--d, Fig. S1b--c). The cell population with an elevated aldehyde dehydrogenase 1 (ALDH1) enzymatic activity (Aldefluor-positive cells), an important biomarker of stem and progenitor in epithelial cancers \[[@bb0220]\], was quantified ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e).Table 1Characteristics of patients involved in the study.Table 1Patient\'s characteristicPatiensSexStage (Dukes)GradeIsotypeTumor siteDistant metastasisP1MD(C2)3AdenocarcinomaSigmoid ColonLiverP2MD(C2)3AdenocarcinomaSigmoid ColonLiver and LungP3MD(C2)3AdenocarcinomaAscending ColonLiverFig. 1Generation and *in vitro* characterization of long-term CCSCs. (a) Phase-bright microphotographs of three human CCSCs lines growing as colon spheroids. (b) *In vitro* growth kinetic analysis showing the inherent long-term proliferation potential of the same CCSCs. P \< .0001 (longitudinal hierarchical linear model) (left). Right: significant differences were retrieved in the intrinsic self-renewal capacity of each CCSCs line, as provided by clonogenic assay. \*\*\*P \< .001, \*\*P \< .01 (one-way ANOVA, Tukey\'s multiple comparisons test). (c) Following mitogen starvation (Diff 2 wks), CD133, ALDH1 and OLFM4 protein expression is lessened whereas EpCAM and Muc2 level is increased. A quantitative analysis of the frequency of each marker is summarized in (d). \*\*\*P \< .001 (unpaired *t*-test one-tailed) (e) FACS histogram showing Aldefluor assay performed on CCSC cells in the presence (top) and absence (bottom) of ALDH1 enzyme inhibitor (DEAB). (f) Left: Representative confocal images showing nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of β-catenin in CCSCs\#1 and CCSCs\#2 (arrows; top and middle) and its membrane localization in CCSCs\#3 (arrows; bottom). Right: Example of strong and wide immunoreactivity for the CXCR4 receptor in CCSC lines. Scale bar in a, c, f 50 μm, 25 μm, 20 μm, 10 μm. Data are represented in b, d as mean ± SEM. See also Fig. S1.Fig. 1

We next investigated the Wnt/β-catenin system, which has a key role in CSCs proliferation and CRC metastasization \[[@bb0255], [@bb0260], [@bb0265]\]. We found β-catenin protein chiefly localized in the cytoplasm and nucleus of CCSCs\#1 and CCSCs\#2, while its expression was mainly membranous in CCSCs\#3 cells ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f) \[[@bb0270]\]. Strong immunoreactivity for the C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f) and vimentin (Fig. S1d), which underpin cancer invasiveness and metastasis \[[@bb0275],[@bb0280]\], was found.

Finally, copy number variations and mutational spectrum were defined by targeted sequencing and SNP arrays, thus profiling CCSCs genomic and genetic alterations. Partek Genomics Suite and IPA Variant software identified probable gene targets of focal alterations. In all of our CCSCs, the most recurrently CRC-related mutated genes were *KRAS*, *PIK3CA*, *TP53, EGFR, PDGFRA, MGMT, MET, ERBB2* and *NF1* ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@bb0030],[@bb0035],[@bb0230],[@bb0285],[@bb0290]\]. *BRAF* had exon 15 (codon 600) mutation only in CCSCs\#3 \[[@bb0295]\]. Hotspot mutation regions linked with functional active sites \[[@bb0300]\] were found in proteins encoded by *BRAF*, in which the amino acid change V600E might cause both kinase activity disregulation and pharmacoresistance, *PIK3CA* (H1047L) and *TP53* (R248W) genes (Fig. S1e and [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Several of the typical well-defined CRC-related, arm-level changes \[[@bb0030],[@bb0145],[@bb0285]\] were found, especially in CCSCs\#1 and CCSCs\#2 lines, including gains of 1q, 11p, 12q, 13q, 20p and q and 22q, which involved genes such as *CDK8*, *KLF5*, *IRS2, INS, IGF2*, *POSTN, Wnt1*, *DCLK1*, *KIF5A*, *CDH4*, *PCNA*, *CDX2*, *ERBB3*, and focal amplification of 8q24.21 (which contains *MYC*), 17q21.1 ([Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There were also several regions of significant focal deletions such as 3p14.2, 6q26, 9p21.3 (containing *FHIT, PARK* and *CDKN2A*, respectively) ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@bb0030]\].

Finally, as depicted by the quantification of the chemotherapy-induced cell death in Fig. S1f, CCSCs cells were shown to be more resistant to conventional compounds when compared to their differentiated progeny.Table 2Genetic alterations in CCSCs lines.Table 2CCSCs\#1CCSCs\#2CCSCs\#3GeneChrCytobandVariation N°CNVLOH StatusVariation N°CNVLOH StatusVariation N°CNVLOH Status*ATRX*Xq21.15UnchangedLOH5UnchangedLOH5DeletionLOH*BMP4*14q22.22UnchangedLOH3UnchangedLOH2UnchangedWT*BMPR1A*10q23.26UnchangedWT5UnchangedWT3UnchangedWT*BMPR1B*4q22.317AmplificationLOH16AmplificationLOH17UnchangedWT*BMPR2*2q33.29UnchangedWT9UnchangedWT3UnchangedWT*BRAF*7q340UnchangedWT0UnchangedWT4AmplificationWT*CCND2*12p13.3214AmplificationWT15AmplificationWT17UnchangedWT*CDK4*12q14.12UnchangedLOH3AmplificationWT4UnchangedWT*CDKN2A*9p21.30DeletionLOH0DeletionLOH3UnchangedWT*CTNNB1*3p22.14UnchangedWT3UnchangedWT5UnchangedWT*EGFR*7p11.212UnchangedWT13UnchangedWT14AmplificationWT*EPHA2*1p36.134UnchangedWT4UnchangedWT4UnchangedLOH*ERBB2*17q124UnchangedLOH3UnchangedLOH0UnchangedWT*IDH1*2q343UnchangedWT4UnchangedWT5UnchangedWT*KRAS*12p12.110UnchangedLOH10AmplificationWT15UnchangedWT*MET*7q31.29UnchangedWT9UnchangedWT14AmplificationWT*MGMT*10q26.32UnchangedWT2UnchangedWT2UnchangedWT*NF1*17q11.224UnchangedLOH23UnchangedLOH26UnchangedWT*NRAS*1p13.23UnchangedWT3AmplificationWT5UnchangedWT*PDGFRA*4q1213UnchangedLOH13AmplificationLOH15UnchangedWT*PIK3CA*3q26.325AmplificationWT5AmplificationWT5UnchangedWT*PIK3R1*5q13.14UnchangedLOH4UnchangedLOH8UnchangedWT*PTEN*10q23.318UnchangedWT7UnchangedWT11UnchangedWT*RB1*13q14.212AmplificationWT11AmplificationWT9UnchangedWT*TERT*5p15.331UnchangedLOH1UnchangedLOH1UnchangedWT*TP53*17p13.15UnchangedLOH5UnchangedLOH3UnchangedWT*WNT5A*3p14.36UnchangedWT6UnchangedWT11UnchangedWT

This shows that human CRC contain multipotent, extensively self-renewing cells that bear the features expected from *bona fide* CCSCs *ex vivo*, which might represent key therapeutic targets of standard and novel therapies.

3.2. CCSCs are tumor-initiating and establish metastases still embodying them {#s0110}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested the *in vivo* tumorigenic potential of CCSCs by showing their ability to establish subcutaneous and orthotopic CRC phenocopies in SCID mice. All three CCSCs lines displayed tumorigenic ability. Take efficiency was 100% subcutaneously and 50% orthotopically.

Subcutaneous tumors initiated by CCSCs\#1 grew rapidly ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a) and reproduced the main histopatological traits of the human disease of origin, displaying: i) areas of necrosis and nuclear atypia, ii) EpCAM immunoreactivity, iii) numerous mitotic figures and iv) intense vascular proliferation ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b). When cultured, these tumor xenografts generated clonal spheroids faster than from the original human specimen (5 *versus* 15--30 days; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c). When stained with human-specific markers, 100% of cells in the xenograft were labeled and were EpCAM+ ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d), growing at an overall rate comparable to that of the patient-derived CCSCs that established the xenograft ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}e).Fig. 2*In vivo* tumorigenic potential of *in vitro* expanded CCSCs. (a) Four weeks following subcutaneous injection into SCID mice CCSCs generated tumors. (b) By H&E staining, an expanding area of growth (arrow), poorly differentiated cells and large areas of necrosis (arrow) were identified within the tumor (top, left). (Top, right) Representative confocal immunolabeling of the very same tumor tissue showing strong and widespread positivity for EpCAM. An elevated mitotic index (KI67; bottom, left) and extensive neo-vascularization (laminin; bottom, right) were also identified. (c--d) Phase-bright microphotographs (c) showing HuNu+/EpCAM+ (red, green) CCSCs isolated from the subcutaneous tumor mass (d). (e) When the growth rate of these cells was assessed no significant functional differences *vs.* their primary CCSCs were detected. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Nonsignificant (longitudinal linear model). Scale bar in b--d 50 μm, 25 μm, 20 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

Similarly, when transplanted into the wall submucosa of the ascending colon, CCSCs\#1 engrafted and generated fast growing tumors ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a--c). As early as 72 h post-transplantation the signal from luciferase-tagged CCSCs\#1 was obvious and mice developed a median endstage disease by 42 days post-transplant ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a--c and Fig. S2a). Mice injected with CCSCs\#2 and CCSCs\#3 exhibited slower tumor growth (endstage disease by 50--70 days) (Fig. S2a--c). Orthotopic tumors derived by CCSCs showed marked nuclear atypia and hemorrhagic necrosis ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}d and Fig. S2d), infiltration of basement membranes ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}e--f and Fig. S2d), high mitotic activity and vascular proliferation ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}g--h; Fig. S2e) and widespread immunoreactivity for EpCAM ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}i; Fig. S2e) and for the putative CCSCs markers BMI1, OLFM4 and ALDH1 ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}j--l; Fig. S2e). Strikingly, spontaneous metastatic lesions were also detected, at local and distant sites, such as mesenteric lymph nodes and liver -- where large necrotic areas were observed -- lung, spleen and, later, brain ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a and Fig. S3a--d). The two markers used to delineate human adenocarcinoma as the origin of metastasis, *i.e.* cytokeratin 20 (CK20) and CDX2 \[[@bb0305],[@bb0310]\], exhibited comparable labelling patterns in the colon tumor and metastatic lesions (Fig. S3e).Fig. 3CCSCs establish an orthotopic mouse model of human CRC. (a) Quantitative time course bioluminescence analysis (total photons/s) showing the *in vivo* growth kinetic of orthotopically growing CCSCs\#1. Data are mean ± SEM (*n* = 5 mice). (b) Mice were imaged from day 3 (left) to day 40 (right) after orthotopic implantation. (c) Intraoperative view: carcinomatosis growing extensively in SCID-mouse abdominal organs and peritoneum (left, arrowhead). Representative colon tumor harvested at the time of sacrifice (41 DPT; right). (d--e) H&E staining of primary colon tumor showing features of poorly differentiated colon adenocarcinoma and areas of necrosis (d; arrows), tumor involving the luminal surface and infiltrating submucosa (e; arrow). (f) The human origin of the same tissue was shown (HuNu; arrow: the infiltrating submucosa). An elevated mitotic index (KI67) (g), extensive neo-vascularization (Laminin) (h) and widespread positivity for EpCAM (i), BMI1 (j), OLFM4 (k) and ALDH1 (l) were also identified. Scale bar in d-l 50 μm, 25 μm, 20 μm. See also Fig. S2.Fig. 3Fig. 4Distant spontaneous metastases do contain mCCSCs. (a) Representative strong immunoreactivity for the human HLA marker in the indicated metastatic lesions sections following CCSCs\#1 orthotopic transplantation. Insets: higher magnifications. (b) (Top) Bright-field microphotographs of spheroids from the colon bulk tumor, hepatic and pulmonary metastases (mCCSCs^Colon^, mCCSCs^Liver^ and mCCSCs^Lung^, respectively) from mice orthotopically injected with CCSCs\#1 (left), CCSCs\#2 (middle) and CCSCs\#3 (right). Bottom, 100% of cells were HuNu+. All of these cells were able to long-term expand and self-renew similarly to their mother CCSCs, as shown by their growth kinetics (c) and clonogenic index (d). Ns, nonsignificant (longitudinal linear model and one-way ANOVA, Tukey\'s multiple comparison test) (e) FACS analysis of mCCSC cells (mCCSCs\#1, top; mCCSCs\#2, middle; mCCSCs\#3, bottom) using the Aldefluor assay. Cells incubated with Aldefluor substrate and DEAB were used to establish the baseline fluorescence of these cells (P2) and to define the adelfluor-positive region (P3). (f) Expression level of genes associated with epithelial phenotype, stemness and mobility in mCCSCs *vs.* their matched CCSCs, as determined by qPCR. \*\*\*P \< .001, \*\*P \< .01, \*P \< .05 (one-way ANOVA, Tukey\'s multiple comparisons test). (g) Injection of CCSCs into the lateral tail-vein of SCID mice rapidly gave rise to spontaneous diffuse metastases. Data from one representative mouse is shown. Bar in a--b 100 μm, 50 μm, 25 μm,10 μm. Data in c--d, f are mean ± SEM. See also Fig. S3.Fig. 4

CCSCs from colon xenografts and their hepatic and pulmonary metastases (mCCSCs) were cultured as spheroids ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b). Their kinetic cell growth ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c), clonogenicity ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}d) and their Aldefluor-positive subpopulations ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e) strikingly reproduced that of their mother, xenograft-initiating CCSCs. Transcriptome analysis of mCCSCs and CCSCs showed only a few differentially expressed transcripts (Fig. S3f) \[[@bb0215],[@bb0280],[@bb0315]\]. Of these, we investigated a set of approximately 40 genes and found that the most selectively markers expressed in mCCSCs were associated with biological processes such as active remodeling of the vasculature, degrading extracellular matrix protein, tumor invasion and cell migration (*CXCR4*, CXCL11, *Wnt5a* and *MMP2*) ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}f, Fig. S3g and [Suppl. Table 4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@bb0215],[@bb0280],[@bb0315]\]. Conversely, extravasation and basement membrane degradation-related genes were upregulated in the xenograft-initiating CCSCs ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}f, Fig. S3g and [Suppl. Table 4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@bb0320],[@bb0325]\].

We sought direct evidence that CCSCs are responsible for metastatic dissemination in CRC. Luc-CCSCs were injected directly into the systemic circulation, *i.e.* into the lateral tail-vein, of SCID mice. As shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}g and data not shown, different distant metastases emerged.

This shows that CCSCs from patients\' CRCs possess the defining features of stem cells and establish xenogeneic CRCs producing metastatic lesions, which, themselves, embody mCCSCs distinguished by a "disseminating" molecular phenotype.

3.3. Tumorigenic circulating CCSCs that initiate metastases {#s0115}
-----------------------------------------------------------

We exploited the orthotopic xenogeneic CRC model that CCSCs establish to identify human CTCs in the mouse bloodstream. As shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}a, 1 to 5 days after plating such blood cells, colon spheres could be detected. They could be propagated and contained EpCAM+, CK20+ and CDX2+ human CTCs ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}b). Notably, when orthotopically transplanted into SCID mice, these CTCs cells established CRC phenocopies, displaying CRC-initiating ability typical of CCSCs, thus qualifying as circulating CCSCs (cCCSCs), daughters of the CCSCs implanted in the colon. Mice injected with cCCSCs\#1a showed a slope of tumor growth ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}c) similar to that of their mother CCSCs (CCSCs\#1; Fig. S4a). cCCSCs-derived tumors were immunoreactive for HuNu and for EpCAM, CDX2 and CK20 (Fig. S4b), reproduced the histological features of the original CRC patients\' specimens (Fig. S4c), elicited widespread metastatic patterns ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}d and Fig. S4d) and were CDX2+ and CK20+ (Fig. S4e). Also, when the blood of mice carrying colon tumors initiated by cCCSCs was cultured, EpCAM+ spheroids of human origin were once again generated ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}e). Luc-cCCSCs were also acutely isolated and injected directly into the lateral tail-vein of SCID mice. As early as 48 days after the injection, metastatic lesions in the lung, liver and spleen, from which mCCSCs cells were generated, were shown ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}f--g and data not shown).Fig. 5The *in vivo* tumorigenic and metastatic potential of cCCSCs. (a) Phase-bright microphotographs of typical cCCSCs spheroids. (b) By means of confocal imaging, cCCSCs\#1a (top), cCCSCs\#2 (middle) and cCCSCs\#3 (bottom) displayed epithelial and human origin and a strong immunoreactivity for CDX2 and CK20. (c) *In vivo* monitoring of cCCSCs-derived tumor growth (top, left). Data are mean ± SEM. (n = 5 mice). Representative bioluminescent imaging identifying metastatic sites (41 DPT; top, right). Situs of a SCID mouse bearing a cCCSCs-derived xenograft at the time of sacrifice (41 DPT; bottom left, arrows) and the colon tumor harvested from the same mouse (bottom, right). (d) Four weeks following cCCSCs orthotopic implantation, metastatic lesions of human origin were detected. (e) EpCAM+ and HuNu+ cCCSCs spheroids from cCCSCs-bearing mice could be rapidly isolated. (f) Injection of acutely isolated cCCSCs into the lateral tail-vein of SCID mice rapidly elicited spontaneous diffuse metastases. Data from one representative mouse is shown (48 and 57 DPT). (g) Representative section from lung organ harvested from the very same mouse at 57 DPT showing strong positivity for HuNu marker. Scale bar in a--b, d--e, g 100 μm, 50 μm, 25 μm, 20 μm and 10 μm. Insets in d-e: higher magnifications. See also Fig. S4.Fig. 5

These data show that some cells exit xenogeneic CRCs and enter into the circulation as cCCSCs that can then infiltrate, colonize and sustain distant metastases.

3.4. cCCSCs show stemness and an EMT phenotype *in vitro* {#s0120}
---------------------------------------------------------

To provide further support to their stemness we defined the functional characteristic of cCCSC *ex vivo*. By proliferation assays, cCCSCs expressed an exponential growth ability similar to their parental CCSCs ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}a) and could be subcloned ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}b), display an Aldefluor-positive cell population ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}c) and differentiated into cell expressing colon epithelial markers down-regulating CCSCs markers (Fig. S5a).Fig. 6Self-renewing and disseminating potential of long-term proliferating cCCSCs. (a) cCCSCs displayed expansion capacity over long-term culturing with a strikingly similar growth rate *vs.* their mother CCSCs. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Nonsignificant (longitudinal linear model). (b) No significant differences were shown also in term of their clonal efficiency. Ns, nonsignificant (one-way ANOVA, Tukey\'s multiple comparison test). (c) FACS histogram showing Aldefluor assay performed on cCCSC cells in the presence (left) and absence (right) of the ALDH1 enzyme inhibitor DEAB. (d) Circos plot for cCCSCs and mCCSCs *vs.* their mother CCSCs revealing similar genetic abnormalities. In each case, the outer track provides mutations inside the circle, and the inner track shows CNVs (blue, amplification; red, deletion). (e) Hierarchical clustering of mCCSCs and cCCSCs *vs.* CCSCs using 150 genes, which exactly identified each population in an unsupervised manner. Red and blue, high and low expression. See also Fig. S5. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 6

Finally, we studied the genetic/molecular signatures of cCCSCs and mCCSCs as derived from mice bearing CRC established by CCSCs isolated from the patients\' own tumors (*i.e.* mother CCSCs) \[[@bb0330],[@bb0335]\]. As shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}d, Fig. S5b and in [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, when compared to their mother CCSCs by CytoScanHD array analysis and targeted sequencing, cCCSCs and mCCSCs shared common genetic backgrounds, with a restricted spectrum of differential somatic mutations and chromosomal gain or losses. The same amplified chromosome arms and the focal deletion discussed above for CCSCs were found in all CCSCs types, *i.e.* CCSCs from xenografts and their daughter cCCSCs and mCCSCs ([Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Yet, we identified specific amplifications in cCCSCs, such as 12q, spanning genes involved in cell movement, cellular assembly, immune trafficking and cell-to-cell interaction processes (*PTPN11, IGF1*, *PXN*, *RAN*, *DCN*, *SSH1*) \[[@bb0340]\]. There were also gains of 5p, 8q, 16p, 3p and q, which contains genes associated with EMT pathway, Wnt/b-catenin, EphA/B, CXCR4 and CRC metastasis signaling (*RHOA*, *RAF1*, *Wnt5a*, *Wnt7a*, *TGFBR2*, *CTNNB1)* ([Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@bb0030],[@bb0230]\].

The gene expression analysis was defined by microarray studies revealing similar, yet not identical transcriptomic signatures across the various CCSCs types, with cCCSCs characterized by high levels of markers of the active extravasation phenotype (*CXCR4*, *CD44*, *Wnt5a*, *N-CAD*), of disseminating potential and of EMT (*Wnt5a*, *ZEB1*, *ITGAV*, *TWIST*, *FN1)* \[[@bb0345],[@bb0350]\] ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e, Fig. S5c--d and [Suppl. Table 5](#ec0025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 150 genes differentially expressed in cCCSCs and mCCSCs *vs.* their parental CCSCs in our training set could precisely identify each CCSC type in an unsupervised manner ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e).

As in mother CCSCs ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f), β-catenin protein localized to cytoplasm and nucleus in cCCSCs\#1a and cCCSCs\#2 and was membranous in cCCSCs\#3 (Fig. S5e). In line with gene expression data, higher levels of CD44 and Wnt5a protein in cCCSCs as compared to their CCSCs was found, while expression level of EphA2 marker \[[@bb0210]\] was similar (Fig. S5f).

These data suggest that cCCSCs may be CCSCs cells that have acquired an EMT phenotype and actively infiltrate/colonize distant organs.

4. Discussion {#s0125}
=============

We perfected a cell system of stable, primary lines from human CRC, showing that they possess the full complement of *ex-* and *in-vivo* characteristics of CRC stem-like cells or CCSCs. Such detailed definition of the extensive self-renewal and tumor-initiating ability of primary CCSCs allowed us to study their and their progeny\'s participation in the various stages of CRC development, from tumor onset in the colon, through vascular spreading and metastasization. We found that, in addition to their presence in the CRC phenocopy in murine xenografts, *bona fide* CCSCs are found in both the ensuing metastatic lesions and in the CTC pool in the blood, with molecular characteristics that match their location and function. Thus, stemness represents a functional continuum in some human CRC cells, spanning all of the pathological stages of this lethal disease.

Not all cells in a tumor possess true tumorigenic ability, the latter being a prerogative of a minor cell subset, which express epitomic stem cell features, including the ability to generate faithful phenocopies of the original disease. Thus, solid tumors are established and may perpetuate and recur thanks to a small pool of tumor-initiating CSCs.

Found in human CRC, where they express CD133+, CD133+/CD44+ or CD44v6+, CCSCs generate CRC-like lesions and metastatic spread upon heterotopic or orthotopic xenotransplantation \[[@bb0085],[@bb0095],[@bb0150],[@bb0355]\]. CCSCs are isolated and propagated as organoids \[[@bb0360]\] or as spheroids \[[@bb0095],[@bb0100]\]. The definition of the CCSCs\' implicit ability for extensive self-maintenance has not been accomplished. Formal classification issue aside, this step is vital for us to establish a standardized experimental system by which the original pathology is generated faithfully and reproducibly. Such a system will allow for the monitoring of the functional and molecular shifts that CCSCs must undergo inside the different tissue environments that they encounter through the progressing stages of CRC development. Altogether, the kinetic cell growth and clonogenic index, the expression of putative stem cell markers and the ALDH+ (*i.e.* Aldefluor+) population, the multipotential ability and the tumor-initiating activity ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b--e, Fig. S1a--c, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, Fig. S2) gathered for each of the CCSCs and patient-derived continuous lines described here make such a system now available and define the idiosyncratic rate of self-renewal and the extensive functional stability for each one of them.

These CCSCs were luc-tagged and used in a systematic study in which, following the establishment of a typical cancer lesion at the initial colon injection site in mice, numerous metastatic lesions could be detected at local and distant sites. This occurred in a rapid, progressive fashion, in which metastases spread to the mesenteric lymph nodes, liver, lung, spleen and, lastly, to the brain. This adds to the concept that these CCSCs possess all of the features expected from true colon tumor-initiating cells, including the ability to generate metastatic lesions. To the best of our knowledge, this the first system in which colon cancer metastatic behavior is effectively replicated, also under standard and reproducible conditions that allow for live monitoring of the spreading and growth of human CRC metastases.

Thanks to the well-defined functional properties and genomic/genetic fingerprint ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, Figs. S1--S2, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of the CCSCs cells that initiated CRC in our xenogeneic model, we could compare their properties to those of their daughters from the ensuing metastases ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b--f, Fig. S3f--g and [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}d--e). We report the initial demonstration that these two populations are endowed with very similar characteristics, with cells from the metastases also qualifying as *bona fide* CCSC (mCCSCs). This emerged by virtue of the ability of mCCSCs to: i) undergo unlimited expansion, ii) self-renew, iii) generate mature cells expressing proper multilineage differentiation markers, while also possessing a molecular profile similar to that of their parental CCSCs and iv) initiate metastasizing phenocopies of the original CRC if grafted into the colon.

A subset of cancer cells can leave the primary tumor and travel as CTCs to a distant site in the body where they infiltrate the tissue and form aggressive colonies \[[@bb0365], [@bb0370], [@bb0375]\]. The clinical relevance of these relatively rare cells in CRC-oncology is paramount \[[@bb0175],[@bb0185], [@bb0190], [@bb0195]\]. The CSC model on the origin and pathophysiology of metastasization holds that, particularly in human epithelial tumors such as breast and colon cancer, CSCs migrate and establish metastases, whereas more differentiated cells undergo apoptosis \[[@bb0380]\]. Our observation that CRC metastases contain *bona fide* mCCSCs strongly lend to such "stem cell model" of metastasization \[[@bb0085],[@bb0140],[@bb0150],[@bb0385]\]. Also, despite intra-tumoral heterogeneity \[[@bb0390],[@bb0395]\] and again in line with the CSC hypothesis on metastasization, CRC stem-like cells from distant-site metastases or mCCSCs displayed a repertoire of somatic genetic mutations similar to that of their mother CCSCs, injected to establish the original mouse colon from which metastasis derived. Also, comparison of paired samples of mother CCSCs and their daughter mCCSCs revealed overlapping transcriptional profiles. Unsurprisingly, mother CCSCs and their mCCSCs daughters were not identical, the latter retaining molecular traits that are consistent with the adoption of an invasive phenotype \[[@bb0130],[@bb0345],[@bb0350]\].

At least two conceptual ramifications arise: i) given that CCSCs initiate the cancer at the colon implantation site and that sibling cells with similar stem-like properties are retrieved in the ensuing metastasis, stemness ought to be retained by some cancerous cells all throughout the various stages of CRC development. Second, it follows that the colon CTCs that are responsible for metastatic spreading from the initial CRC site through the blood ought to be endowed with some degree of stemness. This fits the hypothesis of circulating CRC cancer stem cells, or cCCSCs, that spread from colon and sustain dissemination into the circulation and colonization of distant tissues \[[@bb0130]\]. Here, we provide the initial demonstration that such cCCSCs stem cells do actually exist in CRCs. In fact, a population of cells actively escapes the primary colon tumor established by human CCSCs in our xenogeneic model, which is then retrieved in the bloodstream of recipient mice. These cells maintain all of the defining features of both their mother CCSCs and sibling mCCSCs at the clonal and sub-clonal level, including full-blown CRC-initiating ability and capacity to generate typical metastatic CRC patterns and molecular features ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}a--e, Fig .S5a, c--d, Fig. S4 and Fig. S5c--e). Most important, we were also able to show that these cCCSCs also possess intrinsic metastasis-forming ability, *i.e.* they can establish metastatic lesions directly without the need to initiate CRC in the colon itself ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}f--g). In fact, cCCSCs could generate typical CRC metastases in the lung, liver and spleen, also when acutely isolated from the circulatory torrent of animals carrying human CRCs and then directly injected into the lateral tail-vein of healthy animals, as did their mother CCSCs cells ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}g).

Altogether, these findings purport a model in which cells with CSC properties seamlessly populate all the pathophysiological stages of CRC development, from onset to migration, through spreading to metastasization. In this perspective, the simplest interpretation for the available data is in a model by which CCSCs initiate CRC in the colon, acquire a molecular phenotype that fosters migration and invasion, and enter the systemic blood circulation, where they can be retrieved as cCCSCs. The latter are carried to distant organs, eventually infiltrating and colonizing tissues as mCCSCs, molecularly predisposed to support metastatic growth \[[@bb0130],[@bb0320],[@bb0325]\].

This hypothesis accommodates the fact that CCSCs, cCCSCs and mCCSCs share a common, aberrant genetic patterns and transcriptomic profiles ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}d--e, Fig. S5b, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Suppl. Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Suppl. Table 3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These, however, may differ in the expression of specific molecular effectors that underpin the idiosyncratic functional characteristics of each different CCSC type ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}f, Fig. S3f--g and Fig. S5c--d). In fact, cCCSCs chiefly overexpress genes involved in process of EMT and metastasis initiation as compared to CCSCs from the human CRCs. This profile is also found in mCCSCs where, however, the overexpression of genes for active extravasation, survival and re-initiation functions is slightly different from that of CCSCs, since that of mCCSCs is rather biased toward expression of genes for metastatic cancerous progression \[[@bb0325]\].

Caveats apply to the reasoning above. Stemness can exist as a latent property, which is re-acquired under peculiar conditions. In the colon crypt, cells with SC characteristics sustain tissue homeostasis, making up the "actual" stem cell pool \[[@bb0400],[@bb0405]\]. Upon perturbation, some mature cells re-acquire a stem cell phenotype to compensate for depletions in the actual stem cell pool and are called "potential" stem cells. Here, we show that CCSCs generate cCCSCs, which then generate metastases and the mCCSCs therein. This "linear" lineage system, in which actual stem cells may populate all CRC stages might then have an alternative in a "potential stem cell model". By this, CCSCs give rise to more mature daughters that do not inherently display stemness in the circulatory system, while retaining the ability to give rise to full fledge metastasis, in which their stem potential may reawake in a permissive milieu/niche. Also, a mixed scenario in which both actual and potential CCSCs are involved in metastasization cannot be ruled out. Notwithstanding, the main concept emerging from this study is that stem-like tumor-initiating cells populate all the of CRC stages in a continuum of cancerous stemness.

The availability of stable human CCSC lines and the delineation of their inherent molecular signature allows for a standardized approach faithfully modeling the human disease. By this, CRC metastases are now shown to contain mCCSCs and blood CTCs are found to comprise a cCCSCs pool. This opens new avenues to identify approaches for the cure of deadly metastatic CRC that target CCSCs, mCCSC or cCCSCs. Our animal model based on CCSC lines makes available new tools to further our understanding on the basic physiology of human CRC. By this, human cCCSCs can now be isolated as unmodified human cells from a mouse background. This will define the antigenic, genetic and molecular characteristics of CTCs in CRC, opening new opportunities to develop specific therapeutic strategies to tackle the circulating/metastatic CTC pool.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Suppl. Table 1Genetic alterations in CCSCs, cCCSCs and mCCSCs cells.Suppl. Table 1Suppl. Table 2Copy Number Variations (CNVs) in CCSCs, cCCSCs and mCCSCs cells.Suppl. Table 2Suppl. Table 3Validation of genetic alterations in CCSCs, cCCSCs and mCCSCs, primers used for Sanger sequences and functional annotations for missense mutations.Suppl. Table 3Suppl. Table 4Ingenuity analysis of the mCCSCs genes demostrating the associated cancer genes and molecular and cellular function.Suppl. Table 4Suppl. Table 5Ingenuity analysis of the cCCSCs genes demonstrating the associated cancer genes and molecular and cellular functions (5% FDR).Suppl. Table 5Supplementary materialImage 1
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